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Plan for six weeks of learning covering all six areas of
learning and development of the EYFS through the
topic of farms. The Planning for Learning series is a
series of topic books written around the Early Years
Foundation Stage designed to make planning easy.
This book takes you through six weeks of activities on
the theme of farms. Each activity is linked to a specific
Early Learning Goal, and the book contains a skills
overview so that practitioners can keep track of which
areas of learning and development they are promoting.
This book also includes a photocopiable page to give to
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parents with ideas for them to get involved with their
children's topic, as well as ideas for bringing the six
weeks of learning together. The weekly themes in this
book include: making up a new version of 'The farmer's
in his den', play at ploughing in the sand tray and
dressing up as scarecrows - just some of the activities
you could plan for your 'Farms' topic. We start in week
1 with a look at farmers then go on to cover what
farmers grow, life on the farm, farm vehicles, machines
and tools and farm animals. The activities and learning
all build up to the grand finale in week six, a children's
farmers market.
Here is an excellent resource for your Christian
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Education program. Daniel and Wade discuss the
foundations of an effective Christian Education
program, and tackle organizational and administrative
issues involved with such a program. You will also find
age specific information for all ages of learners. If you
are a Christian Ed. Director, or a teacher who wants to
better understand the elements of a C.E. program that
will make a difference in the lives of the teachers and
the students, this is the book for you.
A necessary resource for church school teachers of 3 to
5 year olds. "The Preschool Church "provides teachers
with practical lesson ideas for preschoolers, recognizing
that 3-5 year olds are curious about God and want to
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learn. Lesson seeds include discussion topics,
suggestions for telling Bible stories, songs, activities,
supply lists, and craft ideas that are easy for little
hands, inexpensive to make, and result in a finished
product kids can be proud of. The book also contains
suggestions for including preschoolers in the larger
church community and involving adults in the church
school activities. This book will be helpful to: - Sunday
school teachers - Vacation Bible School teachers Parents for use in home instruction - Weekday Church
School classes Eve Parker is an experienced preschool
teacher. She is also an attorney, holding a B.A. degree
and a J.D. Law degree from the University of Minnesota.
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She makes her home in Minneapolis where she is
raising her two young sons. Her father and sister are
ministers in the United Church of Christ.
Urdu for Children is the first comprehensive
instructional package for teaching children Urdu as a
second language. It includes a two-volume textbook, a
workbook for learning the mechanics of Urdu writing, a
comprehensive teacher's manual, and an audio
cassette. Aimed at North American children between
the ages of four and six, Urdu for Children combines
traditional and whole-language instructional methods.
The two-volume textbook includes forty lessons, each
structured around a story or poem that reflects the
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theme "All About Me." This theme was chosen because
children in the primary division show the greatest
enthusiasm for things that relate to themselves. The
methodology, outlined in the teacher's manual, was
specifically designed to promote the integration of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills; the
children listen to the story or poem recorded on the
audio cassette or read by the teacher, repeat it in
unison, and read it from the chart. Flash cards, roleplaying, and drawing are also used to reinforce
vocabulary and comprehension. Developed by a team
of trained school teachers with extensive backgrounds
in teaching Urdu as a heritage language, Urdu for
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Children will help meet the needs of a rapidly growing
Urdu-speaking community in North America.
Make-believe Play and Story-based Drama in Early
Childhood
Church School Lessons for Three- to Five-year Olds
101 Delightful Diversions Using Everyday Items
55 Preschool Programs for Public Libraries
I Think I Can: Teacher's edition
Story Hour

Resources to use for preschool and early
elementary children.
Captivate young children in your class, club,
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camp or home. Yes, you can make and use
puppets. No professional skills or experience
necessary. Just take low cost materials
available in your own home and follow the
clear, complete directions. You'll quickly be
using puppets of all kinds to communicate
God's love in ways your little ones will
understand. - Back cover.
Balloons, fun, games, magic, and more -- they
are all here. From entertaining and food to
marketing and promotion, this book features
comprehensive and detailed guidance on how
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to succeed in the birthday party business. At
the heart of the birthday party business is the
entertainment. In this book you will find
detailed information on the art of
entertaining children of all ages. You will
learn how to work with children, what they
like, what they don't like, how to make them
laugh, and how to control them. You will
learn the secrets of entertaining kids using
magic, clowning, puppetry, storytelling,
ballooning, and face painting, as well as gain
valuable information on catering, party
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games, and creating enchanting theme
parties. This book has everything you need to
get started in the birthday party business;
included are samples of advertisements, sales
letters, thank you notes, news releases,
contracts, party planning guides, flyers,
business cards, stationery, and promotional
give-aways, as well as dozens of comedy skits
and party routines.
Create memorable services that help
worshipers experience the profound sadness
of the crucifixion as well as the marvelous joy
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of the risen Christ with this diverse collection
of ready-to-use dramatic material. With ample
selections for Lent, Holy Week, and Easter,
there's something special here for
congregations of any size or worship style.
Copying privileges are included for all
segments. Included are: - "A Travesty Of
Justice: In The Shadow Of The Cross" (Kathy
Martz), a series of six meditations in which an
unusual assortment of "eyewitnesses" -- the
thorn, robe, nail, spear, shroud, and stone -tell about their extraordinary encounters with
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Jesus. - "Live From Jerusalem" (John O. Eby),
a short Palm Sunday play that helps
audiences envision what it would have been
like to be on the scene of Jesus' triumphal
entry into Jerusalem. - "Maundy Thursday
Testimonies" (David H. Covington), a brief set
of dramatic readings depicting the Passion
events and their meaning from the viewpoint
of four characters: Mary Magdalene, Thomas,
Judas, and Peter. - "God On Trial, Or...?"
(John O. Eby), a courtroom drama for Good
Friday that portrays Jesus' trial before Pilate
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-- with the novel twist of Beelzebub as the
prosecutor, questioning several witnesses
who level accusations against Jesus. - "Sons
Of Thunder" (Carol Secord), a brief Good
Friday sketch in which James and John
struggle to come to grips with the stark
reality of the crucifixion. - "The Animals
Learn The Meaning Of Easter" (Will Rabert),
a charming and humorous children's play
with speaking parts for a narrator and 14
young people (each representing a different
animal). - "M.I.H. -- Missing In Heaven"
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(Frank Ramirez), an imaginative and
engaging verse play in readers' theater
format. - "Tongues Of Fire" (Kenneth
Carlson), a four-voice choral reading
especially appropriate for Pentecost, which
can also be used any time during the Easter
season.
ESL Second-language Teacher's Guide
Festivals
Animals on the Go
Water
Paper Plate Zoo
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A Guide for Using Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See? in the Classroom
Festivals provides an insight into various events that
children may, or may not, have in common. It will
enhance your understanding of a range of cultural
events, provides a range of activities that have
meaning for children, and encourages knowledge and
understnading of life in a multi-cultural environment.
Bring creativity into the classroom using Everyday
Art for the Classroom Teacher for grades 4 and up!
This 144-page resource features short, easy
activities designed for a busy classroom. The book
includes more than 110 seasonal arts-and-crafts
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projects and activities, and most of the projects
require only standard school supplies. Projects
include creating class election tags, a color wheel, a
dreidel, holiday tetrahedrons, and stained glass
butterflies. This book is a perfect addition to any
hands-on class.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. Super
Minds develops creativity with visualisation exercises
and art and craft activities, explores social values
with lively stories and encourages cross-curricular
thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
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sections. For ease of use, this Level 1 Teacher's Book
is interleaved with pages from the Student's Book. It
includes detailed lesson aims, clear instructions and
a vast array of extra activities.
Young learners will love creating delightful
projects—and you’ll love tapping into fresh ideas that
connect math and art! Children explore the shapes in
their world through irresistible art projects like
Sponge-Paint Shape Critters, Cut-n-Paste Quilts, and
many more! This one-of-a-kind resource is complete
with reproducible shape patterns, interactive bulletin
board ideas, and cross-curricular links to help make
teaching shapes a snap! Includes easy how-to’s and
time-saving tips! For use with Grade PreK-K.
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Creative Art Fun for 3 to 7 Year Olds
Celebrating the Mystery of Lent and Easter Through
Drama
Little Hands Paper Plate Crafts
A Life Transition
52 Bible Lessons for Ages 3 and 4
Activities for the Home, Park, Museum, and City

Story time at the public library is the
first exposure to books outside the home
for many preschool children. For the
librarian, it is an exciting opportunity
to instill in youngsters a love of reading
and books. But coming up with new ideas
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that hold the children’s attention can be
trying. Until now. Here are 55 tried-andtrue story hour programs with a thematic
approach. All are highly flexible and
adaptable across the full preschool age
range. Most of the ideas are arranged
under one of eight specific themes that
include four to eight one-hour programs:
barnyard animals, the Caldecott Medal,
colors, families, a storytelling feast,
the five senses, reptiles and amphibians,
and around the world. There are also 18
individual holiday and seasonal programs.
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All story hours provide ideas for name
tags, suggested audiovisual materials,
recommended story, poetry and song
selections, additional titles and a full
description of the activity.
Early childhood educators around the world
use this best seller to plan daily
curriculum and classroom activities. The
book contains 76 different themes ranging
from Ants to Zoo Animals, presented in
alphabetical order. Content for each theme
includes the following sections:
Curriculum Flowchart, Theme Goals,
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Concepts for Children to Learn,
Vocabulary, Bulletin Board Ideas, Sample
Parent Letter, Arts and Crafts, Cooking,
Dramatic Play, Field Trips,
Fingerplays/Chants, Group Time, Science,
Math, Sensory, Large Motor, Fine Motor,
Social Studies, Books, Recordings and Song
Titles, and Technology/Multimedia
Resources. The updated book sections for
each theme include hundreds of new
children's literature references with a
special emphasis on multicultural
selections. In addition, the new Sixth
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Edition includes a brand new four-color
insert on Using the Digital Camera in the
Early Childhood Classroom. The text is
accompanied by a companion website that
contains important assessment tools,
lesson plan forms, rainy day activities,
developmental checklists, classroom
artifacts, and much more. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Explains that different kinds of animals
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such as mice, rabbits, and bobcats, need
to move fast in order to catch things to
eat or to get away from danger.
Presents quick, easy, and inexpensive
crafts using easy-to-find objects such as
foil, feathers, buttons, markers, and
paper streamers to create items including
animals masks, career hats, and vehicles.
Over 50 Crafts and Activities
Getting Ready to Read
Planning for Learning through Farms
110+ Seasonal Arts & Crafts Projects
Praise God with a Paper Plate
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The Little Book of Music and Movement

Ideas for turning paper plates into colourful animals
while creating free-standing models, mobiles, masks and
puppets.
Includes story: The three billy goats gruff.
Engage Literacy is the new reading scheme from
Raintree that introduces engaging and contemporary
content to motivate and support early readers while
providing a reliable and instructional framework. All
titles are precisely levelled, with new vocabulary being
introduced and reinforced throughout the levels.
Listening to music and moving in response to the sounds
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we hear is the most natural reaction in the world. The
Little Book of Music and Movement is packed full of
ideas and activities for early years settings. The musical
sources are varied and eclectic, including classical, pop,
jazz, world, traditional, some well-known and others
undiscovered gems, and all easily available via
www.youtube.com or other internet sources. This book
gives practitioners information, resources and
confidence to use lots of music to enrich the learning
environment. Alongside ideas for movement, other ideas
for expressive arts activities such as art, music and
drama are included in 'Whatever next' sections and
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links to other curriculum areas which include 'EYFS
connections'.
Easy-to-make puppets and how to use them, at church,
VBS, day camps,clubs, school, home
Projects with Young Learners - Primary Resource Books
for Teachers
Stories and Activities Featuring Food for Preschool
Children
Super-Easy Shape Art
Engage Literacy Teacher's Resource Levels 1-2
Extended Edition
Planning Educational Visits for the Early Years
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An introduction to art elements and principles
demonstrates how to build artistic observation
skills, outlining 65 activities for inside and outside
the home, from participating in a photographic
scavenger hunt to writing an imaginary
autobiography of museum portrait characters. By
the author of the best-selling Art Is Fundamental.
Original.
This bestselling resource contains more than 50 fun
and creative craft ideas. While learning about
favorite Bible stories, children can make animals,
wall hangings, masks, games, mobiles, and
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more--all using paper plates. These ideas are great
for Sunday school, day school, home school, or
babysitting.
Kitzinger, a social anthropologist, explores the
experience of grandmotherhood both personally
and historically based on detailed research.
Cooperative learning thourghout the year is based
on a monthly format with cooperative learning
activities based on popular themes.
Everyday Art for the Classroom Teacher, Grades 4 8
How to Make A Living as A Children's Entertainer
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Lessons and Blackline Masters
Super Minds Level 1 Teacher's Book
Hey Kids! Out the Door, Let's Explore!
Foundations for Christian Education
Open the door to exciting and fun learning
adventures! Whether pastures or skyscrapers are
outside your door, the world around you is rich with
learning opportunities. Walking trips are a
terrific—and inexpensive—way for children to
explore and experience their community. Use
children's interests as starting points to plan walks
that are meaningful and engaging, and let children's
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natural curiosity and wonder help guide their learning
as they investigate neighborhood gardens, markets,
and even construction sites. With 27 nature,
community, and concept walks, Hey Kids! Out the
Door, Let's Explore! promotes children's early
learning. Included with each walk are vocabulary
words and related children's books; a list of
suggested items to bring along; and tips to extend
children's learning before, during, and after the
outing. You will also find planning and preparation
materials, sample permission forms, and guidelines
for carrying out safe and educational walking trips.
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This exciting topic-based series offers early years
practitioners collections of activities based on
familiar themes. The activities can be easily
implemented and readily incorporated into
curriculum planning through links made to the
Foundation Stage curriculum. Each book includes:
activities that can be used on their own or as part of
a themed program ideas for enjoying an all round
curriculum approach guidance on expanding existing
ideas and resources linked ideas to be carried out at
home. The activities in Water provide a good
foundation for science awareness. The theme is
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popular with boys and girls and is particularly good
for motivation. Because of the no-fail activities, it's
particularly useful for SEN teaching.
With contributions from content teachers, this
insightful book discusses instructional approaches,
student activities, and textbooks that can motivate
reluctant learners to become active readers.
`Planning Educational Visits for the Early Years is
full of advice on how to make visits enjoyable
learning opportunities as well as great fun. This book
is ideal for early years advisors, teachers and
anyone planning educational visits for children aged
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three to seven' - Practical Pre-School `This book
groups visits into five types of venue: museums, art
galleries, the built environment, performing arts and
zoos, aquariums and farms. For each there is a very
brief rationale of why you should visit and details of a
wide range of activities you can do before, during
and after the visit. There are useful websites to help
you find such amenities in your area. The activities
will be familiar to experienced staff, but it is useful to
have them all written down together' - Early Years
Update 'Even experienced practitioners will find
many useful ideas. I especially liked the chapter 'The
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Built Environment', with the idea of different 'trails' to
shape local outings' - Nursery World Do you want to
plan exciting, creative or cultural visits, but don't
know where to start? This step-by-step guide shows
you how to get the best out of trips with your young
children, whether you are heading off to the zoo,
visiting a farm, exploring an art gallery, going to a
museum or seeing a show. Linked to the Foundation
Stage curriculum and Early Learning Goals, this
book is packed with advice on how to make visits
into enjoyable learning opportunities. Subjects
covered include: o a guide to planning your visit o
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practical activities to carry out in each setting o
activity ideas to do at different venues o curriculum
links for each suggested activity o advice on
managing the number of children taken o advice on
risk assessments and on the current legal situation o
checklists o a list of organisations and websites to
access Early Years venues across the UK Nursery
Managers and Nursery Teachers, Foundation Stage,
Reception teachers, and Early Years Advisers will all
find this book helps them plan creative and cultural
visits that are fun for all.
Let's Pretend!
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Projects with Young Learners
Read! Explore! Imagine! Fiction Readers: Upper
Emergent Teacher's Guide
Teacher's Manual
Roll Back the Stone
Art Is Every Day
Contains practical, tried-and-tested ideas and materials for
planning, organizing, and carrying out project work with
children aged between 5 and 13. Combines language and skills
development with activities which challenge young learners and
motivate them to be independent.
Reading textbook series, organized by thematic units, utilizes
award-winning, unabridged trade book literature to teach
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reading and language arts competency to students, grades K-5.
This popular series gives teachers practical advice and
guidance, along with resource ideas and materials for the
classroom. The tasks and activities are clearly presented, and
offer teachers the information they need about level, time,
preparation, materials, classroom management,monitoring, and
follow-up activities. Each book offers up to 100 ideas, as well as
variations that encourage teachers to adapt the activities to
suite their individual classrooms.
Using simple, everyday items found around the house, Play
These Games will inspire kids and the young at heart with a
spectrum of ingenious games to make and play so they’ll never
be bored again! •Gather family photos to create a personalized
set of Go Fish cards •Grab loose buttons for button golf, shuffle
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button, and button hockey •Unleash your inner pinball wizard
with a clothespin and cardboard box version of the arcade
classic •Get out the hula hoops and brooms for a backyard
jousting tournament •Try one of fifteen variations of the classic
game of Tag Whether it’s competitive or cooperative, for large
groups or duos, the games in this clever guide are fun to create
and a blast to play.
Artstarts
The Mouse at the Manger
The Preschool Church
Discover God's Word
Creative Resources for the Early Childhood Classroom
A Children's Christmas Play

Includes the following
features: sample lesson
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plans, pre-reading activities, biographical sketch
and picture of the author, book summary,
vocabulary lists and vocabulary activity ideas,
quizzes, hands-on projects, cooperative learning
activities, cross-curricular activities, postreading activities, book report ideas, research
ideas.
"Offers a no-fuss approach to integrating the arts
into the curriculum with activities based on
drama, movement, pantomime, puppetry,
storytelling, visual arts, media arts, and
music."--Cover.
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These lessons help young children explore the
world God made and thank him for his care, talk
about who Jesus is and how to be his helper,
and learn to pray to God. A 52-Week Bible
Journey–Just for Kids!Route 52™ is a Biblebased journey that will take kids through the
Bible every year for ages 3-4. Every lesson
features: Scripturally sound themes Culturally
relevant, hands-on activities Age-appropriate
Bible-learning challenges Reproducible lifeapplication activity pages Route 52™ Bible
lessons will help kids learn the Bible and how to
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apply it to their lives at their own level of spiritual
development. These reproducible Bible lessons
are appropriate for Bible school, children's
church, youth group, kids club, and midweek
Bible study programs.
Play These Games
The Birthday Party Business
Urdu for Children, Book 1
Helping Young Children Work Together
Becoming a Grandmother
Drama, Music, Movement, Puppetry, and
Storytelling Activities
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